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MEMOIR - OF SORTS 

June 9, 1997 will;' R. Burleigh 

critics have of late come to this the memoir-
mad age of literary output. d make our Bob 
Hi lton blissfully happy. How us, having been 
admitted to the elite company of club, were 
promptly collared by Mr. Hilto onished that we 
were obligated in our papers to about ourselves? 
We were to reveal our inner co were to emote. 
His Freudian instruction: Let ' hang out. Such, 
he claimed, was both the st.~~~ the club and the 
mark of superior literary acca.~~ishment. 

I recall wondering wha 
this guy. A peeping tom of 
shrink? 

o f exhibitionist is 
l? A tabloid 

Yet he has persisted decades and now with 
evident success. The t ' catching up with the 
Hi lton among us. We do a memoir-mad age, it 
seems. I'm reliably inf~.ed t both Michael Eisner 
and Jeffrey Katzenberg ~~'u g their respective 
autobiographies into pr ' =rder to be the first 
wi th his version of t he ' rated corporate breakup 
at Di;TI;y. It promises cartoon come alive. 

The Me Generatio • 
seeks to legitimize 
reality - while gett " 
privilege of prying. 

achieved celebrity, now 
by trying to turn it into 

ing public to pay for the 
ask Oprah. 

Never one to a 
have continued to qu 
autobiography as a n 
that saw much of au 
gushing egos, colos 
fit more for the vani 

Bob Hilton, I nonethe l ess 
hy he was so entranced with 

I came from the school 
__ ~Qphy as the product of 
~--'~ , or bizarre exhibit ionists 

s than the trades . 
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I was one with the critic Who, reviewing Walter 
Cronkite's attempt to document his "Reporter's Life," 
wrote that it was "really a daring attempt to cram 
every morsel of received wisdom, distilled flapdoodle 
and tired old blather into a single, handy volume." 

This same critic took a similar view of John 
Chancellor's attempt at writing about self. "Bidding 
for the elder statesman stature that Western societies 
occasionally accord people named Socrates and sartre, 
Chancellor compiled a laundry list of everything that 
was wrong with America, along with his solutions for 
our various problems." And the critic's judgment of 
this attempt? "The book," he opined, "was amazingly 
unreadable, devoid of a single original thought. It 
was as if Harper & Row had hired special editors to 
purge the book of any idea that was not hackneyed, 
weather-beaten, dog-earned or of Paleolithic 
provenance." 

This mushrooming trend toward writing about self 
is by no means limited to the celebrity world. The 
academy, according to the distinguished Victorian 
scholar Gertrude Himmelfarb, is "displaying the same 
self-absorption, self-indulgence and self-revelation -
all decked out in the latest theory proclaiming the 
personal mode a higher form of scholarship ... " 

She goes on to cite the lengthening list of 
articles in highfalutin learned journals with such 
titles as "Dare We Say I?", "Me and My Shadow," "Me and 
Me Not," "Reader, I Married Me," "Who Do I Think I Am?" 
and this from a feminist volume, "My Father's Penis." 

Professor Himmelfarb believes the "everything is 
personal" approach logically evolves from the post
modern doctrines that deny the very possibility of 
objectivity and truth-telling. Thus, flung into a 
world in which everything is utterly subjective and 
relative, we are all our own gods and everything must 
of necessity be viewed as personal. 
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Little wonder I have 
Sedgwick's advice that a 
with Chapter Two. 

ways been haunted by Ellery 
iographies ought to begin 

I don't want to 
autobiography, else 

~~~erstood. I'm not anti

and be drummed fro 
experience teaches 
centuries, many have ~~ 

Literary Club credentials 
for heresy. No, but hard 
craft through the 

ed out few chosen. 

I'm sure you ha favorites. Mine is a 
short list, ranging ~~~ine's Confessions to The 
Eduoation of Henry Ad_ a nod to Newman's 
Apologia Pro vita sua. 

Because most 0 in the genre fail to 
rise to such heights , ered of late whether 
we don't need to r very purpose of 
autobiographical wri Gcre Vidal once defined 
autobiography as an ac~x=:: e's life sticking to 
the facts and memoir sion of one's life. 
The trouble is, espec self-centered times 
in which we live, ssing either as 
autobiographies or ly stick to the facts, 
so anxious is the au is own gloss on so 
personal a matter. 0 stick to the facts 
can often read like a ter with an appeal 
limited to one's own close friends. On the 
other hand, writing "th one's impressions 
can, in the best han y illumine with fine 
objectivity the very son and through that 
glimpse enlarge the r imagination. 

Augustine was sure ' th impressions, 
sharply etched impress i I-searing journey 
from wasted youth to sa ~· ....... __ IIEJL~::ood Henry Adams 
did the same as he made ressionable 
comparison of the Virgin 0, crafting an 
unforgettable chapter ith Dostoevsky's 
"Grand Inquisitor" as 0 stopping moments 
in world literature. Dieking to justify 
his road to Rome while Oct of his 
countrymen hung like a ead. 
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How these examples stand in such stark contrast to 
the current binge of memoirs. As a New York Times 
critic recently observed, today's "everything is 
personal" genre gives little regard "to the larger 
historical and spiritual forces that have made us." 
That is because the literary form itself has become so 
self-contained and narcissistic. 

++ ++ ++ 

It was a bracing late autumn day as Bruce Petrie 
and I strolled along Bicentennial Commons with an 
uncommon visitor to Cincinnati when I popped the 
question. Dr. Berger, I asked our visitor, who is your 
favorite memoirist? I suppose I was fishing for 
ratification of my own predictable choices but I should 
have known better. Raoul Berger could be counted on 
for the unpredictable. Quickly came his reply. 
"without a doubt," he said, "the greatest memoirist in 
my encounter is Hans Zinsser." 

You need first to know something about the 
provider of this opinion before scratching your head, 
as I did, over the name Hans Zinsser. I had thought 
that if Raoul Berger ever slowed down long enough to 
record his own memoirs, his impressions could be 
memorable, such has been his extraordinary life. But 
at age 94, he remains too much a man of action to 
indulge in such reflective exercise. 

At the time of our stroll, Dr. Berger was 
returning to Cincinnati on a sentimental trip - to 
lecture at the university of Cincinnati, where he once 
studied, and to listen to the Cincinnati Symphony, 
where he once soloed. 

He had started life as a violin prodigy, studying 
in Berlin and New York and making concert tours in his 
teens. He was a featured performer with the Cleveland 
and other front-rank orchestras before finally landing 
a job as second concertmaster of the CSO with the 
Depression just around the corner. Eventually he 
decided to enter college but to keep playing to pay his 
way. So he fiddled away until he finally earned his 
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bachelor's degree from the Univers i of Cincinnati in 
1932. His thirst for knowledge ~~w.~~ed , he entered 
Northwestern's law school, earninq 3 D in 1935. 
After a short stint in the priva ~ctice in Chicago, 
he discovered an appetite for academic 
exposure. So it was off to and an advanced 
degree in legal studies. a distinguished 
career in the federal gov fi rst at the 
securities and Exchange and finally as a 
special assistant attorney 

In that latter capac 
legal history by getting 
convict the local sheri 
group of unwelcome Jebo 
bigots. "Never have I 
American," he was to 
jury, grasping the r 
prejudices and brought -

de a footnote in 
ll'ginia jury to 

f ailure to protect a 
!_~.~~ses from a mob of 

of being an 
when that small town 
se above its 

ct of guilty." 

Despite his gro . 
constitutional issues, 
beckoned and he re t 
good. There he woul 
pondering our nat ion ' 
to extract the wisd 
Kurland calls him the 
constitution." At 9 , 
grinding out treatis 
straying outside CamhI 
seminar with his raz ~ 
brilliance. 

~~~ltj~n as a litigator of 
Isc~~aly bent again 

this time for 
of his life 
ents and seeking 

erein. Phillip 
olars of the American 

s to his office, 
and occasionally 
ven a scholarly 
ting star 

So when - ank and drinking in 
the Cincinnat i f essor Berger 
recommended H ~_~~ed. And then I 
hunted and hun eren't much help. 
The book simp But after a year's 
search, that ~tores, Powell's in 
Portland, mana c opy of "As I 
~R~e~m~e~mrub~e~r~H~i~m~:~~~~~~~II~~(J~~~ I was expect ing 
a memoir of z~· ~~~ und a biography of 
some R.S. No se.a~ QC~~' on was indeed rear ing 
its ugly head y self that if Raoul 
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Berg~r , recommend~d it as his favorite memoir, it must 
be worth, further exploration. So it was. 

Hans Zinsser, it turns out, was as extraordinary a 
personality 'as Raoul Berger and it became clear why the 
fiddler turned lawyer recommended the work so 
unhesitatingly. 

Zinsser was born in New York in 1878, the product 
of German immigrants. He was educated both in America 
and Europe. He attended Columbia, torn between studies 
in literature and biology, with a real longing to 
become a poet. But having co-authored one volume of 
verse that dripped, in his words, "with fermented 
honey," he turned his attention instead to science. 
After medical school, he went to France and eventually 
lectured at the University of Paris. 

Back in the United States, he began specializing 
in the study of infectious diseases, especially typhoid 
fever, while teaching epidemiology and bacteriology at 
Columbia, stanford and finally Harvard. The search for 
ways to combat typhus occupied his professional life. 
His mission took him on adventures to Serbia and 
Montenegro during the Balkan wars; to Mexico, China and 
France during World War I, and to Russia during the 
post-Revolution famine there. 

In 1934, he chronicled pestilence and plague in a 
classic study, Rats, Lice and History, meditating on 
the human response as epidemics in various forms 
reinvent themselves again and again through history. 
He became absorbed with the influence played by 
calamitous epidemics on the rise and fall of 
civilizations. He was convinced that plagues would 
cont~n~e to "break into the open whenever human 
stup~d~ty and brutality give them a chance," it being 
the ro~e of modern science to confine them "in the 
zoolog~cal garden of controlled diseases." 

. Ever the literary man, he called his work "the 
b~ography of a bacillus." Literature after all was 
Han~ Zinsser's first love. He decried the Ameri~an 
att~tude . that a specialist "should have no interest 
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beyond his chosen field - unless it be golf, fishing or 
contract bridge." So he laced his scientific writings 
with forays into literary subjects, confessing that his 
readers would likely find them impertinent. -It is an 
error to segregate the minds of en into rigid guild 
classifications," he wrote. "Art and science have much 
in common and both may profit al appraisal." 

In Zinsser's case, the interests did not stop 
there. He was both an accomplis ed horseman and an 
ardent musician, having mastered iano, clarinet and 
viola. Perhaps that offers one c e hy Raoul Berger 
was so attracted to his work. 

The story is told that Rarv 
professor to find Dr. Zinsser 
order to inform him of his ap 
faculty. Directed to Zinsser 's 
campus, the visitor heard the 
inside. Opening the door , 
and his assistant, fresh f 
blood-stained aprons, fidd . 
the efficacy of mixing art 

' spatched a 
. side Heights in 
t to its medical 

~f ' ce on the Columbia 
• of Bach from 

e noted doctor 
aboratory work in 
living proof of 

Throughout his life H continued to 
write poetry. Despite his cal misgivings, his 
verses regularly appeared . es of Atlantic 
Monthly signed only by the . .S. Thus the 
tit leo f his memo i r, ~A:lS~I~I~_!I!!n_""ii!!ar!:L-:-A:i:!!.!_....1:.!h!.!e!LJB~1l:· o2.9su::r !!alllP!.!lhlXY 
of R.S, He insisted that . ever refer to 
the work as an autobiograp y. 
shared misgivings about that 

Although the book is rilliant 
philosophical reflections at 
characterized Zinsser, it 1940 against 
the deadline of his own J..' apeu~~ Within months 
he would succumb to leukemia , ~~;ect he faced 
unflinchingly as he traced of a life full 
of discovery and adventure. 

In the R. S. "biography , 
question we have been cons ' 
world would someone pres 

tackles the very 
: Why in the 

~~~~~ something so 
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uniquely interesting he should write a book about it. 
In an imaginary conversation, R.S. tells Zinsser: 
..... why in thunder should want to write a biography 
(about me)? Biographical study should be reserved for 
men and women who have been intellectually or 
politically distinguished, have influenced the course 
of human thought or destiny, and from whose 
accomplishments or ·errors the world can derive profit." 

Eventually in this little soliloquy Zinsser 
convinces himself, in the person of R.S., that he is a 
proper subject because he seemed "so typically a child 
of his time." 

Offering a clue as to why he took the third person 
approach to his story, he tells R.S.: "I should like 
to write about you and your reactions more or less as 
Henry Adams wrote about himself: the times filteririg 
through your personality - you yourself an example of 
your kind of people." 

After recounting the sometimes hilarious, 
sometimes perilous adventures of his life, at the end 
Zinsser attempts to wrestle with the ultimate questions 
of what he meant to be a man of science in the first 
half of the bloodiest century in the history of man. 

"Science, instead of helping to release mankind 
from toil, poverty, and war," he ruminated, "actually 
seemed to be accelerating materialism, hatred, and the 
forces of destruction. And in its fundamental aspects 
science was demonstrating that however deeply it might 
penetrate into the mechanisms of nature and the 
universe, it would never - alone - solve the ultimate 
problems or appease that hunger of the spirit, that 
yearning toward an ethical ideal which, in one form or 
another, he believed to be an inherent, biological 
attribute of human beings, as strong as the hungers of 
the body." 

Preparing himself for the end and "thinking of the 
shortness of time still left him, he reread ..• the books 
that had meant much to him at the various stages of his 
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life, and found them more moving , re deeply wise, or 
more hilariously robust, accord.i.nq to their natures." 

Although he remained baff 
changes all around him, he fo 
he had not expected. In a 
that "in the prospect of dea 
new meaning and fresh poi~~~~~ 

e revolutionary 
ce within himself 

edictory, he wrote 
eemed to be given 

seemed, he said, 
his heart felt and from that moment, as tho 

his sense perceived were 
and an increased vividness. 
being saddened, he found -
astonishment - that his 
experiences, even for 
might hardly have noti 
When he awoke in the 
across the bed, the ligb 
outside his window, the 
the sounds of the awak~j~~ 
kinds of gentle and pleas 
which had· left their impr 
now, not consciously rea 
happiness." 

When Zinsser fin is es 
was really a quite ordi 
hardly worth while to write 
contrary reaction. He 
of "death be not proud. -

++ 

Despite Hans Zinsser 's 
his insistence that his work 
what he essentially did, of 
self in a most ennobling way. 

a 'deep autumnal tone' 
now on; instead of 

i s own delighted 
. iveness to the simplest 

t in other years he 
infinitely enhanced. 

, the early sun striking 
the branches of the trees 
of his sparrows, and all 

et aroused in him all 
ries of days long past 

- indelible but, until 
-- of contentment and 

that "R.S. 
whom it was 

e invites a 
e's defiant cry 

possesses the same defining character 
Augustine, Adams and Newman. And after 
not what all great writers ult imate y 
their personal experience in order , 
to convey larger truths of life as 
within themselves, regardless of the -terary fora the y 
emp~oy? ,If,that is the case - a nd yes, 
bel1eve 1t 1S -- then the practice can be f 
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surely 
to the 

t Y line back 
h tracing ·the s or 

in fiction, altho~~re challenging. 
author can prove 

d that much fiction 
Robert pen~ warrenw~~~~ a~fi~esuccessful story 

is autobiograph1Cal as lth of his own experience -
teller draws from the we~ t ically the case, a 
actual, imagined or, .~~ ~~e llnes blended and blurred. 
mixture of the two W1 

b come hooked on the sea-
In recent years ~ hav~ rlan although I don't 

faring novels of.p~~r1c~s~c~ is ~y benighted state) and 
general~YIr::daf~~n~~~bber, at best a river rat. I was 
althoug

l 
ed that O'Brian could prove as surely 

proper y warn t 1 bl main 
addictive as laudanum did for tha ova ~ 
character of his tales, Dr. stephen Matur1n. The 
friend who recommended O'Brian war~ed t~at I shouldn't 
tackle Kaster and Commander, the f1rst 1n the series, 
if I wasn't prepared to be lured into reading all those 
that followed, a number which now stands at 19. I .. 
didn't heed the advice and here I stand hooked, waltlng 
for the 84-year-old O'Brian to complete the 20th and 
what he promises will be his final volume. 

He has created two memorable characters - Captain 
Jack Aubrey and the aforementioned Doctor Maturin - and 
through them he plays out his own lively interests and 
pursuits - in history, medicine, natural science, 
birding, people watching, things Irish, music, 
espionage, and, most of all, sailing the world's oceans 
in wind-driven men-o/-war. The friendship of the 
captain and the doctor, such unlike personalities 
reminds the reader of those other dissimilar pair~ so 
beloved in literature - Huck Finn and Jim, Holmes and 
Dr. watson, Don Quixote and Sancho. 

For his readers, it comes as no surprise to learn 
that O'Brian has, one way or the other, lived through 
many of the events which form the Aubrey-Maturin tales, 
albeit vicariously in many cases but not in all. He is 
Irish born, as is Maturin. He is a passionate birder, 
as is Maturin. He served as a World War II spy, a 
pursuit in which the good doctor secretly engages i~ 
His Majesty's service. As a sickly youngster, O'Br1an 
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loved to read and spent his confinements in places that 
happened to' house naval libraries. Thu s it was that h e 
became immersed early in the official Admiralty aval 
Chronicles of the Napoleonic Wars. As young en have 
always ' done, he thrust himself throug h his ' ginary 
powers into the conflicts about wh i c h he rea. Years 
later these experiences became his plo after the ost 
meticulous sort of research a nd after personally 
sailing the rigs and waters about ieb h e has written. 
He explains that he has "often fo a co ortable 
kernel of fact" for his f i ction. In e proce ss, h e 
h a s become the expert par e xee ence abo t the s hips 
and the way of life of the peop e 0 sailed them. In 
both cases the knowledge i s dazz , detai ed and, 
however arcane at first blus , ess y fascinating . 

O'Brian has said he chose 
f i nds a ship a perfect v ehic e 
i ngredients" of his char acters 
f o r long periods of time under 
n aval battles or stormy s eas , 
a test tube that unite or 
the Napoleonic Wars because 
" t he later English-speaking 
c a pable of infinite variat e 
countless successors o f 
uncanny 'erudition and prec 
completely believable or 
removed from it. 

The degree to which 
h i s wildest dream. He 
phenomenon. One critic 
historical novels ever 
h i mself confesses that 
unaware of the historical 
doubly blasted if it had 
Some have found in h i s s 
interplay of personal ities 
Austen, whom he much a ires. 

So immensely popular 
especially on thi s side of 
regularly issues a Patrick 

h e 

e 

a 

--"~'''''ssed 

on, 

isher 
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satisfy his cult following. There is the inevitable 
Web site as well. There is a companion volume that is 
a lexicon of the sea-faring terms that pepper, and 
complicate, his stories. There is an atlas and. 
geographical guide, too, to follow the far-rang1ng 
travels of Aubrey and Maturin and the battles they 
waged and the prizes they seized in the world's distant 
reaches. ("1 may invent an island from time to time," 
O'Brian once told listeners, "but 1 have never moved a 
continent.") One can purchase a CD on which is 
recorded the 18th Century chamber music of Haydn, 
Handel and Boccherini which was played on their cello 
and violin by Jack and Stephen in the captain's cabin 
"whenever duty, the dangers of the sea and the violence 
of the enemy allowed them to do so." And there is even 
a cookbook in which Jack's favorite recipes are 
reproduced, including the famous plum duff and spotted 
dog, the captain's favorite suet pudding. 

These days each new O'Brian book is greeted as a 
major literary event. During an American tour, the 
author was greeted by a fan who had driven from North 
Dakota to Washington in order to shake his hand. 
Another devotee, a Supreme Court justice, gave him an 
escorted tour of the capital landmarks. While in the 
states, O'Brian himself observed the ultimate 
compliment: Bookstores were moving his works across 
the aisle from Fiction to Literature. 

O'Brian fans are legion and inevitably they have 
their own favorite installment among the 19 books 
written to date. The question has been debated in 
publishing circles what makes the books so popular. It 
is a question of obvious interest to W.W. Norton, 
O'Brian's American publisher, inasmuch as he is 
Norton's best-selling author ever. 

One obvious answer is that O'Brian writes cracking 
good novels on a large canvas. He draws his characters 
so deftly they come alive. His dialogue is lively and 
most unlike anything you have probably encountered. 
His plots are intricate, loaded with subtlety and 
surprising twists and turns. He can be sly and 
playful. (A lesser ship in one of his stories carries 
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not the historically accurate vessel name fro the 
Royal Navy archives but the name of a reporter at The 
Washington Post whom he befriended.) 

O'Brian's understated sense of or - usually 
manifested by Maturin with Capta ' rey his straight 
man - is of doubtless appeal as ~11. ake this 
passage from The Commodore , the 7 in the series. 
Captain Aubrey is chatting with e good doctor about 
an acquaintance from the past. 

Aubrey: "He 
perhaps. Do they 

a wrangler, 
stephen?" 

Maturin: "I rather be ieve i t is the other place: 
at Oxford I think they only ve fornicators, but I may 
well be mistaken." 

Aubrey: "Well, it is s 
event ..... 

But the ingenious ways 
himself is, at least for 
appeal. 

For example, Dr. Matur ' 
shipmate in The Par Sid. of the 
in the series - when he is 
t he Iliad in the original. 
classically trained in both 
Maturin reply: "I had no 
was Homer and Virgil, Virg i 
many a stripe and many a tear 
love him for all that, and I 
is the very prince of poets . 
tale, sure, though I never co 

creditable, in any 

to reveal 
of is 

a 
o. 10 

the 
it 

Ulysses: he lied excessively, it a 
man lies beyond a certain poLnt a sad fa seness enters 
into him and he is no longer amiable ... And the truly 
heroic scale, that makes us all look so ean and 
pallid; and the infinite art fro the beginning to the 
noble end with Achilles and Priam talking quietly 
together in the night, both doo ed and both known to be 
doomed - the noble end and its full close, for I do not 
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count the funeral rites as anything but a necessary 
form, almost an appendix. The book is full of death 
but oh so living." 

Fiction or not, such passages make clear .that 
O'Brian writes about self just as surely as he would 
writing a memoir. The difference is that the reader 
needs to be a bit more alert to the clues he leaves. 
Conservative and reserved, his is a style of 
understatement. Quite British, in the old sense of the 
word. 

++ ++ ++ 

We are told that three of the grand purposes of 
art are to entertain, to edify and to awe. That 
becomes at least one important test of how to measure 
writing about self. without question, O'Brian 
entertains, edifie·s and awes. It seems to me that 
Zinsser passes the test as well, although perhaps in a 
different order of entertainment, edification and awe
inspiring quality. They both follow Elizabeth Drinker 
Bower's dictum that a writer is free to cast about and 
find a form that suits him. Form, of course, follows 
function. And for both O'Brian and Zinsser, their 
nourishing spring is the creative self - a self 
reflecting a life well and nobly lived. 

If that ultimately is Bob Hilton's point, then he 
is not such a bad guy after all. 

+++ 
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